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Higgs Physics at LHC & HL-LHC 

§  What do we want to learn? 
§  Higgs boson (125 GeV) properties 

§  Mass and spin-parity 
§  Production mechanisms and couplings 

§  Electroweak symmetry breaking 
§  Higgs field solely responsible? 

§  Additional scalars or additional mechanism? 

§  Higgs as a portal for BSM 
§  Dark matter, dark sector 
§  New physics scenarios 
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Figure 7. Best fit values of σi ·Bf for each specific channel i → H → f , as obtained from the generic
parameterisation with 23 parameters for the combination of the ATLAS and CMS measurements.
The error bars indicate the 1σ intervals. The fit results are normalised to the SM predictions for the
various parameters and the shaded bands indicate the theoretical uncertainties in these predictions.
Only 20 parameters are shown because some are either not measured with a meaningful precision,
in the case of the H → ZZ decay channel for the WH, ZH, and ttH production processes, or
not measured at all and therefore fixed to their corresponding SM predictions, in the case of the
H → bb decay mode for the ggF and VBF production processes.
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Higgs Properties 

§  ATLAS+CMS Run 1 mass 
125.09 ± 0.21 (stat) ± 0.11 (syst) GeV 
allows predictions of cross 
sections and BRs in SM 
 
 

§  Production mechanisms 
consistent with SM 
ATLAS+CMS Run 1  
combined signal strength 
1.09 ± 0.11  
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Higgs Properties 

§  Couplings 
 
Consistent with SM 
ATLAS+CMS Run 1  
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Figure 26. Top: negative log-likelihood contours at 68% and 95% CL in the (κF , κV ) plane on an
enlarged scale for the combination of ATLAS and CMS and for the global fit of all channels. Also
shown are the contours obtained for each experiment separately. Bottom: negative log-likelihood
contours at 68% CL in the (κf

F , κ
f
V ) plane for the combination of ATLAS and CMS and for the

individual decay channels as well as for their global combination (κF versus κV ), assuming that all
coupling modifiers are positive.
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Figure 19. Best fit values as a function of particle mass for the combination of ATLAS and CMS
data in the case of the parameterisation described in the text, with parameters defined as κF · mF /v
for the fermions, and as

√
κV · mV /v for the weak vector bosons, where v = 246GeV is the vacuum

expectation value of the Higgs field. The dashed (blue) line indicates the predicted dependence on
the particle mass in the case of the SM Higgs boson. The solid (red) line indicates the best fit result
to the [M, ϵ] phenomenological model of ref. [129] with the corresponding 68% and 95% CL bands.

6.4 Fermion and vector boson couplings

The last and most constrained parameterisation studied in this section is motivated by

the intrinsic difference between the Higgs boson couplings to weak vector bosons, which

originate from the breaking of the EW symmetry, and the Yukawa couplings to the fermions.

Similarly to section 6.2, it is assumed in this section that there are no new particles in the

loops (ggF production process andH → γγ decay mode) and that there are no BSM decays,

i.e. BBSM = 0. Vector and fermion coupling modifiers, κV and κF , are defined such that

κZ = κW = κV and κt = κτ = κb = κF . These definitions can be applied either globally,

yielding two parameters, or separately for each of the five decay channels, yielding ten

parameters κfV and κfF (following the notation related to Higgs boson decays used for the

signal strength parameterisation). Two fits are performed: a two-parameter fit as a function

of κV and κF , and a ten-parameter fit as a function of κfV and κfF for each decay channel.

As explained in section 2.4 and shown explicitly in table 4, the Higgs boson production

cross sections and partial decay widths are only sensitive to products of coupling modifiers

and not to their absolute sign. Any sensitivity to the relative sign between κV and κF

– 49 –
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Higgs Properties 

§  Spin & parity 
 
Run 1 data most consistent  
with SM scalar hypothesis  
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Higgs Properties 

§  Couplings 
What level of precision is required?  
 
BSM theories predict deviations at ~1-10% level 
Could be larger if new particles lighter than 1 TeV, 
deviation depends on 1 / (BSM scale)2 

    è Need precision at or below 3% level on the couplings 

1.2 Coupling Measurements 9

fermions, such as top partners, and colored scalars can contribute to H ! gg and H ! ��, while electrically
charged scalars and heavy leptons can contribute to H ! ��. Below we examine some representative models,
in order to get a feel for the size of the possible e↵ects.

In Little Higgs models with T parity, the couplings scale with the top partner mass, MT , and assuming the
Higgs couplings to Standard Model particles are not changed, the loop induced couplings are [32],

�g ' � m2
t

M2
T

⇠ O(�8%)

✓
600 GeV

MT

◆2

, �� ' �0.28�g ⇠ O(+2%)

✓
600 GeV

MT

◆2

. (1.7)

In this scenario the production rate from gluon fusion is suppressed, while the width into �� in increased.
Adding a vector-like SU(2) doublet of heavy leptons does not change the gg ! H production rate, but can
give an enhancement in � of order ⇠ 20%, although large Yukawa couplings are required [33].

Colored scalars, such as the stop particle in the MSSM, also contribute to both g and � . If we consider
two charge- 23 scalars as in the MSSM, then for a stop squark much heavier than the Higgs boson [32],
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(for Xt = 0), (1.8)

where again �� ' �0.28�g. Here Xt =| At �µ cot� | is the stop mixing parameter. If Xt = 0, the Higgs
couplings to gluons is always increased and the coupling to photons decreased. If the stops are light, and
the mixing is small, large enhancements are possible. In the MSSM, there are other loop contributions to
the H�� and Hgg couplings which have been extensively studied. Enhancements in the H ! �� coupling
can be obtained with light staus and large mixing, with e↵ects on the order of ⇠ 25% [34].

In Table 1-8, we summarize the generic size of coupling modifications when the scale of new physics is
consistently taken to be M ⇠ 1 TeV.

Table 1-8. Generic size of Higgs coupling modifications from the Standard Model values when all new
particles are M ⇠ 1 TeV and mixing angles satisfy precision electroweak fits. The Decoupling MSSM
numbers assume tan� = 3.2 and a stop mass of 1 TeV with Xt = 0 for the � prediction.

Model V b �

Singlet Mixing ⇠ 6% ⇠ 6% ⇠ 6%

2HDM ⇠ 1% ⇠ 10% ⇠ 1%

Decoupling MSSM ⇠ �0.0013% ⇠ 1.6% ⇠ �.4%

Composite ⇠ �3% ⇠ �(3� 9)% ⇠ �9%

Top Partner ⇠ �2% ⇠ �2% ⇠ +1%

1.2.3 Theory Uncertainties on LHC Higgs Production

The uncertainty on Higgs production has been studied by the LHC Higgs cross section working group for the
various channels and is summarized in Table 1-9 [35]. These uncertainties must be included in extractions of
the scale factors i from LHC data. The error includes factorization/renormalization scale uncertainty and
the correlated uncertainty from ↵s and the PDF choice, which are added linearly. The scale uncertainty on
the gluon fusion rate is ⇠ ±10%, which can potentially be significantly reduced with the inclusion of recent

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013
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Planning for LHC & HL-LHC 

§  LHC: deliver 300 fb-1 by the end of Run 3 (~2023) 
§  HL-LHC: increase integrated luminosity to 3000 fb-1 in ~10 years 

§  Peak (leveled) luminosity of 5 – 7.5 x 1034 cm-2 s-1  

§  New injector complex, focusing quadrupole magnets, crab cavities, 
collimators, cryogenics upgrade 

http://hilumilhc.web.cern.ch/about/hl-lhc-project    plot update 22.02.2016 
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Planning for HL-LHC 
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Challenges at HL-LHC 

§  Event rates 
§  High luminosity and pileup normally would be handled via increased pT 

thresholds at the trigger level è not acceptable for the physics program 
so require major upgrade of trigger system 

§  Pileup: expect average number of pp collisions up to <µ> = 200 
(corresponding to 7.5 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 ) 
§  Pileup mitigation heavily relies on tracking capabilities over large |eta| 

range 

§  Radiation damage 
§  Radiation-hard detector technologies and electronics upgrade 
 
 

GOAL: Upgraded detector needs to maintain or exceed  
             the performance of the current detector 
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ATLAS Detector Phase 2 Upgrade 

§  Fast 

Phase 1 New 
Small Wheel 

Phase 1 LAr 
electronics 

Phase 1 Fast 
TracKer trigger 

Phase 2 ITK all 
silicon tracker  

Phase 2 extra 
RPCs + MDT trig  

Phase 2 L0+L1 
& HL trigger  
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ATLAS Detector Phase 1 Upgrade 

§  Fast TracKer (FTK) trigger system 
§  New hardware track reco with associative memory for pT > 1 GeV 

è High-quality tracking input to High Level Trigger (HLT) 

§  Calorimeter trigger system and LAr trigger electronics 
§  Improve granularity of Calo information for electron and jet reco by 

factor of 10 
è Improve background suppression in L1 trigger 

§  Muon New Small Wheel 
§  Improve granularity and robustness of endcap inner layer of the muon 

spectrometer 
è Lower background trigger rates at L1 
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ATLAS Detector Phase 2 Upgrade 

§  Trigger / DAQ 
§  Two-level custom hardware trigger (L0 up to 1 MHz and L1 up to 400 kHz) 
§  FPGA technology for fast and powerful algorithms 
§  New L1 track trigger for tracks within RoI and pT > 4 GeV 
§  New FTK++ trigger in HLT (rate up to 100 kHz, full tracking for pT > 1 GeV) 
§  HLT output rate up to 10 kHz 

§  Inner Tracker (ITK) 
§  All-Silicon new tracker with coverage up to |η| = 4.0 
§  5 layers Pixel + 4 double-sided layers Strips 

§  Calorimeters 
§  New highly segmented precision timing detector 2.5 < |η| < 4.2 
§  Higher rate radiation hard readout electronics for LAr and Tile calos  

§  Muon Spectrometer 
§  Finer granularity trigger with MDTs at L0/L1 
§  New RPCs in barrel to increase coverage 
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Higgs Physics at HL-LHC 

§  Many unanswered questions 
§  Hierarchy between Electroweak scale and Planck scale 

§  Lower  
 
 
 

  t t  event 
<µ> = 200 
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Physics Projections  

§  Scenarios 
§  HL-LHC after Phase 2 upgrade:   3000 fb-1 at √s = 14 TeV, µ = 140-200 

§  MC simulation 
§  Event-generator level studies with parameterized detector/trig simulation 

§  Effect of pile-up taken into account (overlay with pileup jets) 

§  Parameterization of upgraded ATLAS detector response from full sim 
§  Resolution and reconstruction efficiency for e, mu, tau, photon, (b-tag) jets 

§  Rates for light- and c-jets to pass b-tag requirements  

§  Parameterization depends on pileup 

§  Systematic uncertainties 
§  Generally based on completed 8 TeV data analyses 

§  Improvement from higher luminosity in case of statistical limitation (CR) 

§  Analysis techniques 
§  Simple approaches used à sensitivity can be further improved 
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Pileup Jet Rejection  

§  Expect 4.8 jets (pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 3.8)  
per event from pileup interactions 

§  Track confirmation 
§  Identify hard scatter pp collision vertex:   

vertex with largest track Σ pT
2 

§  Discriminant: charged vertex fraction computed  
with tracks associated to the HS vertex 

§  Reduce pileup jets by factor of 10 – 50   

ATLAS
Phase-II Upgrade

Scoping Document
September 25, 2015 - Version 1.0

XI.2.7.2 Pile-up jet rejection

Several techniques were developed in Run 1 to tag and suppress pile-up jets using tracking infor-
mation. The variable considered here is RpT , defined as the scalar pT sum of the tracks that are
associated with the jet and originate from the hard-scatter vertex divided by the fully calibrated jet
pT, including pile-up subtraction:

RpT =
⌃i(ptrack,i

T )

pjet
T

(4)

Tracks are classified as originating from the hard-scatter vertex if their longitudinal impact parameter
with respect to this vertex satisfies a loose, ⌘-dependent requirement. Small values of RpT arise
for jets with small charged-particle pT fractions originating from the hard-scatter vertex, which are
therefore very likely to correspond to pile-up jets. In the following, reconstructed jets are defined
as hard-scatter jets, if a truth jet associated with the hard-scatter vertex has ptrue

T > 10 GeV and is
found within �R = 0.3 of the reconstructed jet. Reconstructed jets which are separated by more than
�R = 0.6 from any true jet with ptrue

T > 4 GeV, are labelled as pile-up jets.
The distribution of the RpT variable is shown in Fig. 86 for hard-scatter and pile-up jets with

40 < pT < 50 GeV. The most important differences are at low values of RpT . The efficiency of the RpT
cut for hard-scatter jets versus the efficiency for pile-up jets is shown in Fig. 87, where each curve
represents a scan over the observable RpT for jets in a range of |⌘|. For a particular ⌘ range, the
curves for each scoping scenario are very similar if tracking information is available, so the figure
only shows one curve for each region. The efficiency of the RpT cut for hard-scatter (pile-up) jets is
defined as the fraction of hard-scatter (pile-up) surviving the RpT cut. For example, in the Reference
scenario, the requirement RpT > 0.1, as used in the evaluation of Emiss

T (see Section XI.2.8), has an
efficiency of 90 %, 86 % and 88 % for hard-scatter jets with 40 < pT < 50 GeV, in the pseudo-rapidity
regions |⌘| < 2.4, 2.4 < |⌘| < 3.2 and 3.2 < |⌘| < 3.8 respectively. The corresponding efficiencies for
pile-up jets are 4 %, 6 % and 7 %. With tracking extended to |⌘| < 4.0, the pile-up rejection, defined
as the inverse of the efficiency for pile-up jets, for radius R = 0.4 jets, is uniform in the forward region
up to |⌘| < 3.8, and then starts to degrade for larger |⌘|. The optimal choice of the RpT requirement
depends on the physics analysis, and is discussed later.

Pile-up rejection using tracks is also important for triggering, where on-line tracking information
will be available from L1Track or from FTK++. The impact of this is illustrated in Fig. 88 where pT
cuts of 4 and 8 GeV are shown. In the 8 GeV case, the curve only extends to a hard-scatter jet
efficiency of 60% because many hard-scatter jets lack such high pT tracks. For the Level-1 trigger
only a modest rejection factor is needed and therefore the operating point is likely to be chosen to
provide the highest possible hard-scatter efficiency.

XI.2.7.3 Pile-up jet simulation

The residual pile-up jets are taken into account in physics studies by superimposing such jets from
full-simulation event samples onto the smeared hard-scatter events. A library of events containing
pile-up jets is provided for different values of µ. The term “tracking confirmation” for jets is intended
here as a generic name for future pile-up mitigation techniques and it represents the ability of the
tracking information to disentangle jets originating from the primary vertex from jets originating from
non-primary, i.e. pile-up, vertices. However, for the studies in this document, the RpT method defined
above is used. The efficiencies for hard-scatter and pile-up jets are derived from event samples
based on full-simulation of the high luminosity environment. These efficiencies, once the pile-up
jets are superimposed on a hard-scatter event, can be applied to all jets in order to investigate
the effects of pile-up mitigation algorithms on the analysis. Analyses relying on good separation
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Figure 86. RpT distribution for hard-scatter and pile-up jets with 40 < pT < 50 GeV in different ⌘ regions.
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Figure 87. The efficiency for pile-up jets as a function of the efficiency for hard-scatter jets with 40 < pT <
50 GeV using a track-matching algorithm for µ = 140 (left) and µ = 200 (right). The algorithm can be applied
in |⌘| < 2.4 the Low scenario, |⌘| < 3.2 in the Middle scenario and |⌘| < 3.8 in the Reference scenario.
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Figure 88. The efficiency for pile-up jets as a function of the efficiency for hard-scatter jets with 50 < pT <
70 GeV using a track-matching algorithm for tracks with pT > 4 GeV which corresponds to the pT cut used in
L1Track in the Reference scenario (left), and for tracks with pT > 8 GeV which corresponds to the pT cut used
in L1Track in the Low scenario, which also only covers the central ⌘ region (right).
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Figure 86. RpT distribution for hard-scatter and pile-up jets with 40 < pT < 50 GeV in different ⌘ regions.
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Figure 87. The efficiency for pile-up jets as a function of the efficiency for hard-scatter jets with 40 < pT <
50 GeV using a track-matching algorithm for µ = 140 (left) and µ = 200 (right). The algorithm can be applied
in |⌘| < 2.4 the Low scenario, |⌘| < 3.2 in the Middle scenario and |⌘| < 3.8 in the Reference scenario.
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Figure 88. The efficiency for pile-up jets as a function of the efficiency for hard-scatter jets with 50 < pT <
70 GeV using a track-matching algorithm for tracks with pT > 4 GeV which corresponds to the pT cut used in
L1Track in the Reference scenario (left), and for tracks with pT > 8 GeV which corresponds to the pT cut used
in L1Track in the Low scenario, which also only covers the central ⌘ region (right).
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Pileup Jet Rejection  

§  Pileup rejection with tracking relies on longitudinal extent of 
luminous region (spread ~50 mm) 
§  Currently studying impact of different beam profiles to reduce collision 

vertex density along z 

§  Additional rejection can be achieved exploiting time profile 
(spread ~150 ps) with fast timing detector 
§  Not included in physics projections in this talk 

§  Plan to install high-granularity timing detector  
in front of endcap calorimeter for 2.5 < |η| < 4.2 

§  Ultra fast silicon detector with  
time resolution of 30 – 50 ps 

§  Potential for use in the trigger 
being explored 
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Higgs Couplings  

§  Projections for ECFA 2014 
§  Precision in signal strength µ = σ/σSM 

measurement (combination of different 
production mechanisms where available) 

§  Precision in the Higgs couplings 
1.7%(exp) to 3.3%(exp+th) for vector bosons 
3.2%(exp) to 5.1%(exp+th) for fermions 

<µ> = 140 

Minimal  
coupling 
fit 
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VBF H à ZZ* à llll   

§  VBF 2nd largest Higgs production mechanism 
§  Trigger:  single lepton or di-lepton (e or µ) 
§  Analysis 

§  e or µ with pT > 20, 15, 10, 7 GeV 
§  2 forward jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 4.5 
§  mjj > 130 GeV   
§  BDT to discriminate VBF and ggF 

§  Pileup contamination in BDT bins 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Middle & Low scenarios: reduced 
         fwd trk coverage è higher pileup 

ATLAS
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production signals is shown. The contamination is reduced significantly in the Reference scenario
with respect to the Middle and Low ones. This in turn allows for a much better discrimination between
the VBF and the ggF signal, and hence a better potential for precision Higgs boson properties
measurements in this production mode.

Table 33. Pile-up contamination of the VBF and ggF H! ZZ(⇤) signal for the various scenarios in the three
BDT output bins as defined in the text.

Pile-up impurity (%)
Scoping scenario Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3

VBF Sample
Reference 2.0 4.6 13.1
Middle 3.0 6.4 23.6
Low 5.2 12.0 38.7

ggF Sample
Reference 23.2 37.9 52.1
Middle 24.0 43.4 65.0
Low 41.2 59.4 76.2

In conclusion, the Reference scenario brings several improvements over the Middle and Low
scenarios. Due to the extension of the tracking confirmation to larger ⌘ values, it brings much better
separation between the background, which has substantial pile-up contamination, and the signal.
This will be especially important once systematic uncertainties on pile-up modelling and jet energy
scale are taken into account.

XI.3.3 Studies of the VBF H!WW(⇤)! `⌫`⌫ process
A high precision measurement of the vector-boson fusion production mode of the Higgs boson, with
subsequent decay through the H ! WW(⇤) ! `⌫`⌫ channel, enables the extraction of the vector
boson coupling to the Higgs boson with a very small theoretical uncertainty arising from the pro-
duction process. This measurement also provides a good benchmark for investigating the effects
of the high pile-up environment. Due to the absence of a fully reconstructed final state (because
of the final-state neutrinos) and the unique VBF topology, this measurement will be quite sensitive
to the detector performance under HL-LHC conditions, since the analysis uses missing transverse
momentum, forward jets without any jet activity in the central region and the veto of b-tagged jets for
tt̄ background rejection.

The result from the Run 1 cut-based analysis achieved an expected (observed) significance of
2.1 (3.0) � for the H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channel [91]. The present analysis attempts to minimise the
uncertainty on the VBF signal strength, and to improve the precision on the vector boson coupling
constant determination in order to estimate possible residual contributions from BSM processes.

This analysis is performed in a different manner to the other physics analyses in this document.
The fully simulated 8 TeV Monte Carlo samples are extrapolated to the 14 TeV conditions based
on parton distribution function (PDF) re-weighting and emulation of the difference in performance
of the ATLAS detector with the high pile-up environment. The signal is considered to be Higgs
boson production through VBF and in associated production with a W and a Z boson (VH). The
ggF production mode is considered as a background. The following background processes are
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Scoping scenarios   

§  Middle & 
Low scenarios: reduced 
tracking coverage in η 
and in # detector layers 

ATLAS
Phase-II Upgrade

Scoping Document
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of space points and the segmentation, and so we have confidence that this layout provides a useful
assessment of the relative performance variation between scenarios.

Disc s 
Strips  x 7 

Pixel Discs x 12 

Long (47.8mm)  
Strips  x 2 
(r=762mm, 1000mm) 

Stub  
Layer  x 1 (r=862mm) (z=1415mm,1582mm,1800mm, 

2040mm, 2320mm,2620mm,3000mm) 

Pixel Barrel x 4 
(r=39mm,78mm,155mm, 
250mm) 

Short (23.8mm) 
Strips  x 3 
(r=405mm,519mm, 
631mm) 

877mm,1059mm, 1209mm,  1358mm, 
 1509mm,1675mm,1875mm, 2075mm, 
2275mm,2500mm,2750mm,3000mm 

Figure 7. A cross-section of the LoI-VF layout showing the coverage of the pixel detector in red and the strip
detector in blue. The pseudo-rapidity coverage extends up to |⌘| = 4.0. Blue and red lines represent strip
and pixel layers, respectively. Horizontal and vertical lines represent barrel and end-cap layers, respectively.
Lines of constant pseudo-rapidity are indicated. The blue line outside the ITk volume represents the coil of
the solenoid magnet. This layout is used in the Reference scenario.

IV.2.2 Middle scenario layout
The layout of the ITk in the Middle scenario (shown in Fig. 8) introduces notable reductions com-
pared to the Reference scenario. A pair of strip discs (i.e. the next to the last disc in z) and the stub
layer are removed from the strip detector; and the ⌘-range covered by the pixel discs is limited to
3.2. Due to the limitations of time for the preparation of this scoping document, no re-optimisation of
the relative positions of the different detector elements has been attempted for this layout. The hit
information (digitisation) from the regions which have been removed are not provided to the recon-
struction software and are not used in the performance analysis. The material of the elements which
have been removed, however, remains in the detector simulations. This layout explores a modest

Chapter IV: Inner Tracker Page 38 of 229

Reference scenario 

Anadi Canepa I Challenges for the ATLAS detector at the HL-LHC for Higg physics 10/05/15

“Reference”

The Upgraded Tracker of ATLAS: ITk

16

• Designs discussed today: 
• “Reference” 
• |η| < 4.0

• “Letter of Intent” or LOI 
• |η| < 2.7

• To assess the impact of the 
layout on the physics program, 
two modified versions of the 
Reference design are also 
considered (“Middle”, “Low”)

LHCC-G-166

CERN-LHCC-2012-022

Impact of module mortality is tested by ignoring 10% of randomly distributed modules (referred to as “Scenario-10%”)
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VBF H à ZZ* à llll   

§  VBF signal significance 7.2 σ with theory uncertainties 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-008 

Key ingredients: 
    Pileup jet rejection, esp. in forward direction 
    Lepton trigger and low-pT ID/reconstruction 
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VBF H à WW* à eνµν  

§  Mixed lepton flavor final state to suppress Z background 
§  Trigger:  single e/µ pT > 25 GeV 
§  Analysis 

§  Track confirmation to suppress pileup jets  
§  2 forward jets with pT > 70(60) GeV and 2.0 < |η| < 4.5 in opposite hemispheres 
§  Forward jets fail b-tagging to suppress t t 
§  Central jet veto: No jet with pT > 30 GeV between the two forward jets 
§  Both e± and µ   between the two forward jets 
§  ET

miss > 20 GeV and mjj > 1250 GeV 

§  Event yields 
§  Signal / Bkg = 0.49 (Reference) 

                         0.33 (Middle) 
                         0.23 (Low) 

§  Increased number of pileup jets surviving 
track confirmation in scenarios with less 
tracking coverage è efficiency of central jet veto decreases for signal 

± 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-018 
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VBF H à WW* à eνµν  

§  Event yields 
 
 
 
 
Increased non-resonant WW background for degraded 
scenarios due to pileup jets faking forward tagging jets 
Other key ingredient:  b-jet veto 

§  Signal strength precision and significance for different 
systematic uncertainties: Full 8 TeV analysis extrapolated,  
½ uncertainty or none 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scoping scenario �µ Significance (�)
Signal unc. Full 1/2 None Full 1/2 None
Reference 0.20 0.16 0.14 5.7 7.1 8.0
Middle 0.25 0.21 0.20 4.4 5.2 5.4
Low 0.39 0.32 0.30 2.7 3.3 3.5

Table 8: The expected �µ and significance are shown for the three scoping scenarios considering the same, one-half,
and none of the theoretical systematic uncertainties on the VBF and ggF Higgs-boson production taken from Table 4.

The significance is also reported, and it is calculated for VBF signal by

Significance =
Nsigr

Nbkg +
PN

sys
bkg

i=0 �
2
i,bkg

(5)

with the same variable definition of �i,bkg as in Eq. (4).

The VBF significance and �µ are shown for the three detector scenarios in Table 8, with the full, one-half,
and none of the ggF and VBF Higgs-boson theoretical uncertainties from Table 4. The full background
uncertainties from Table 5 are included in all estimates. Starting with the results using the full ggF and
VBF Higgs-boson theoretical uncertainties, the significance is degraded by 23 (53)% from the Reference
to the Middle (Low) scenario. The expected �µ is increased by 25 (95)% from the Reference to the Middle
(Low) scenario.

More precise cross-section calculations, a better understanding of the detector, and a larger sample size
to measure the systematic e�ects should allow a reduction in systematic uncertainties. For ggF and VBF
Higgs-boson theoretical uncertainties in Table 4 reduced by half, the significance in Table 8 is degraded
by 27 (54)% from the Reference to the Middle (Low) scenario. The expected �µ increases by 31 (100)%
from the Reference to the Middle (Low) scenario. The results are also shown with no signal systematic
uncertainties, and the expected �µ increases from 43 (114)% Reference to the Middle (Low) scenario.

Comparing the full to no signal systematic uncertainties, the relative expected �µ in the Low to that in the
Reference scenario increases from 95% to 114%. Thus improved precision in the theoretical modeling
increases the penalty for reducing the detector performance.

The optimisation of this analysis focuses on �µ, which results in significances of 3.3�, 5.2�, and 7.1�
observed in Table 8. It is possible to tighten the selection criteria for all three scenarios to obtain more
than 5�, but the goal of this analysis is to obtain the best �µ.

4. Cross checks

4.1. Analysis optimisation with forward tracker

The uncertainty on the signal strength, �µ, which is defined in Equation 4, is used to find the optimal
mjj, | �y j j |, CJV, leading jet pT, and sub-leading jet pT thresholds for the Low, Middle and Reference
scenarios. Of the variables used for event selection, mjj, | �y j j |, and the CJV are most a�ected by

12

Njet � 2
Bkg. process 14 TeV (%) Run-1 (%)
WW 10 30
VV 10 20
tt̄ 10 33
tW/tb/tqb 10 33
Z+jets 10 20
W+jets 20 30

Table 5: Total uncertainties (in %) for the background processes in this note for the HL-LHC, labelled as 14 TeV,
and the corresponding uncertainties from the Run-1 analysis [5].

Scoping scenario NVBF Nbkg NggF NWW NVV Nt t̄ Nt NZ/�⇤+ jet s NW+ jet s

Reference 200 410 57 48 55 146 20 27 0
Middle 153 457 46 91 36 164 27 23 3
Low 93 408 51 104 10 141 17 37 2

Table 6: Expected signal and background yields after all selection requirements for each of the three scoping
scenarios, assuming 3 ab�1 of integrated luminosity and pile-up of 200 inelastic collisions per bunch crossing. The
background yields are summed together in the column labelled Nbkg.

The experimental systematic uncertainties (e.g. jet energy scale and resolution, and the b-tagging ef-
ficiency) as well as the total uncertainties on top (the largest background) and Z+jets backgrounds are
expected to be smaller with the increased data sample size. The uncertainties on the WW background
are reduced because of the tighter event selection in this note, especially the mjj requirement, which
results in a purer sample of VBS WW production. The VBS WW background has smaller theoretical
uncertainties than the inclusive WW background. A summary of the total uncertainties per background
process, along with a comparison to the equivalent Run-1 uncertainties [5], is listed in Table 5. These
include detector-level and theoretical uncertainties as well as the statistical uncertainties coming from
control regions.

3. Results

3.1. Signal region yields

Table 6 presents the event yields for the Low, Middle and Reference detector scenarios after the selection
criteria discussed in Section 2 have been applied. The VBF signal to background ratio decreases from
0.49 (Reference) to 0.33 (Middle) to 0.23 (Low). The amount of signal decreases from the Reference to
the Low scenario, but the amount of background remains relatively constant in all three scenarios.

In the Middle and Low scenarios, the expected yield of VBF H!WW ⇤ in signal region, NVBF, decreases
in Table 6 because many pile-up jets are not suppressed in the smaller tracking volume. The pile-up jets
appearing between the two tagging jets cause signal events to be rejected by the CJV, which leads to a
lower signal acceptance. After the mjj selection, the e�ciency for VBF H!WW ⇤ signal events to pass the
CJV selection criteria decreases from 82% (Reference) to 59% (Middle) to 26% (Low) for the scenarios
in Table 7.

9
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Higgs Self-coupling  

§  Test of Higgs potential and Electroweak symmetry breaking in 
the Standard Model 
 
 
§  Given mH = 125 GeV, 

SM predicts λ ≈ ⅛ and |µ2| ≈ mW
2 

§  Higgs pair production allows for a measurement of self-coupling λ 
 
 
 
 

§  Low cross section is a challenge: σ ≈ 40 fb 

 

1.3 Double Higgs production and the Higgs self-coupling 25

1.3 Double Higgs production and the Higgs self-coupling

Measurement of the Higgs self-coupling allows one to probe the shape of the Higgs potential. In the Standard
Model, the Higgs potential can be written as (here h�i = (0, v/

p
2)T )

V = �µ2�†�+ �(�†�)2, (1.11)

yielding a Higgs vev and mass of

v =
p
µ2/� ' 246 GeV, mH =

p
2� v ' 125 GeV. (1.12)

The Higgs self-interaction Lagrangian, expanded about the minimum, is

�L = �1

2
m2

HH2 � gHHH

3!
H3 � gHHHH

4!
H4, (1.13)

where the triple- and quartic-Higgs couplings are predicted in the SM in terms of the known Higgs mass and
vev,

gHHH = 6�v =
3m2

H

v
, gHHHH = 6� =

3m2
H

v2
. (1.14)

Tests of these relations probe for non-SM physics in the Higgs potential.

The triple-Higgs coupling can be probed in double Higgs production: gg ! HH at hadron colliders or
e+e� ! ZHH, ⌫⌫̄HH at lepton colliders. The main challenge is the small signal cross section. The quartic-
Higgs coupling could be probed in principle through triple Higgs production, though the cross sections are
too small to be detectable at any foreseen future facility.

Henceforth we denote the uncertainty in the triple-Higgs coupling as ��/� ⌘ �gHHH/gHHH .

1.3.1 Standard Model predictions for double-Higgs production

The theoretical status of double Higgs production in pp collisions has been recently summarized in Ref. [90]
(Table 1-21). The most interesting process, gg ! HH, is currently known to next-to-leading order in QCD
with a theoretical uncertainty ⇠30%. This uncertainty will need to be reduced to match the anticipated
experimental uncertainty at the HL-LHC and higher energy pp colliders.

All double Higgs production processes involve not only the diagram with the trilinear Higgs coupling �, but
also additional diagrams that dilute the sensitivity of the cross section measurement to �. This dependence
has been quantified for pp colliders in Ref. [90]. Because of the di↵erent kinematic dependences of the
contributing diagrams, the two-Higgs invariant mass MHH and the Higgs pT distributions depend on �.
This has not yet been taken into account in LHC analyses, although an MHH weighting has been used in
ILC studies to increase the sensitivity to �.

In e+e� collisions, the full O(↵) electroweak corrections to both the double Higgs-strahlung process e+e� !
ZHH [91, 92] and the WW fusion-dominated process e+e� ! ⌫⌫̄HH [93] are known. The theoretical
uncertainties in these cross sections are well below the anticipated experimental precision.

1.3.2 Models that modify the triple-Higgs coupling

Beyond the Standard Model, the triple-Higgs coupling is in general modified. The size of the modification is
highly model-dependent, potentially providing model-discriminating power. Estimates of the self-coupling

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013
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Higgs Self-coupling  

§  Low cross section requires combination of different production 
mechanisms and decay modes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
à ATLAS studied bb+bb, bb+ττ, bb+γγ modes 
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HH à bbγγ  

§  Cleanest HH channel 
§  Analysis 

§  2 b-tagged jets with pT > 40, 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5 
§  2 isolated photons with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.37 (transition region removed) 
§  H candidate mass windows and pT > 110 GeV, angular selection also applied 
§  No pileup jets included in this analysis 

§  Event yields 
§  Signal ≈ 8.4 
§  Bkg ≈ 47 
§  SM signal 

~ 1.3 σ 
§  -1.3 < λ / λSM < 8.7  

at 95% CL 

§  Concerns: trigger threshold, pileup impact, fake b-jets / photons  

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-019 
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HH à bbττ  

§  Consider both leptonic and (semi-)hadronic tau decay channels 
§  Trigger:  single e/µ pT > 25 GeV, di-τ pT(h vis) > 40 GeV 
§  Analysis 

§  2 b-tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5 
§  2 τ cands with pT > 40(20) GeV hadr(lept), |η| < 2.5 
§  Track confirmation to suppress pileup jets  
§  H cand sel:  mass window + min pT, mT 

§  Event yields 
§  Signal ≈ 13 (hadhad), 14 (lephad) 
§  Bkg ≈ 830 (hadhad), 880 (lephad) 
§  SM signal ~ 0.6 σ  

(3% lumi, 3% bkg uncert.) 
§  -4 < λ / λSM < 12 at 95% CL 

§  Concerns: trigger threshold, pileup impact, 
fake b-jets / taus  

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-046 
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HH à bbbb  

§  HH à bb bb has largest rate (BR ~1/3) but huge multijet 
background 

§  Best upper limit from 13 TeV data: µ = σ/σSM < 29 at 95% CL 
§  Projection based on 13 TeV data analysis 
§  Assume that adverse effects of pileup are compensated by 

improvements in detector and reconstruction algorithms 

§  Analysis 
§  4 b-tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5 
§  2 Higgs candidates satisfy mass, pT, Δη and ΔR requirements 
§  Background 95% multijet + 5% top 
§  4-jet mass distribution shape and normalization from data control regions 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-024 
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HH à bbbb  

§  Extrapolated m4j spectrum from 13 TeV data analysis 
scaled by factor of 1.18 for CM energy of 14 TeV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§  Acc x eff = 1.8% è expect ~700 signal events 
§   0.2 < λ / λSM < 7.0 w/o syst uncertainties 
§  -3.5 < λ / λSM < 11 with current syst uncertainties 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-024 
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HH à bbbb  

§  Impact of increasing multijet trigger pT threshold 
à estimate by increasing pT threshold for jets in analysis 

§  Increase of min pT from 30 to 75 GeV 
(as in proposed trigger menu) 
à 30% loss in sensitivity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-024 

pT > 75 GeV 

Key ingredients: 
b-tagging efficiency 
mistag rate + 
jet trigger threshold 
+ mass resolution 
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ttHH   

§  Consider both H à bb and both t à b l ν 
§  Trigger:  single e/µ pT > 25 GeV 
§  Analysis 

§  ≥7 jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 4.0 
§  ≥5 jets b-tagged  
§  Track confirmation to suppress pileup jets  
§  Sel. on avg eta separation btw b-tagged jets 

t or H reco difficult due to combinatorics  

§  Event yields 
§  Signal ≈ 19 (5 b-tags), 6 (≥6 b-tags) 
§  Bkg ≈ 6600 (5 b-tags), 520 (≥6 b-tags) 
§  SM signal ~ 0.35 σ  
§  σ / σSM < 16 at 95% CL for 10% bkg uncert. 

§  Main background from ttbb events with 
W à cs and charm jet passing b-tagging requirements 
(only 3% of total bkg events has 6 true b-jets) 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-023 
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ttHH   

§  Efficiency to tag 
charm-jets ≈ 20% 
in t t MC sample 
for b-tagging 70% WP 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§  Scoping document: 
Impact of reduced trk 
coverage and reduced 
number of layers, 
as well as 10% dead 
modules 

ATLAS
Phase-II Upgrade

Scoping Document
September 25, 2015 - Version 1.0
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Figure 97. The rate of tagging jets in tt̄ events with the 70% operating point of the MV1 b-tagging algorithm
as a function of ⌘ (left) and pT (right) for true b-jets, c-jets, light quark jets from the hard-scatter and pile-up
jets (from top to bottom).
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Key ingredients: 
b-tagging efficiency 
& charm mistag rate 

Charm-jet mistag rate 
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Vector Boson Scattering: W±W± 

§  Test of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 
§  Final state: 2 forward jets  

+ 2 same-sign e/µ and ET
miss 

(from W à lν decays) 
§  Trigger: single e/µ with pT > 25 GeV 
§  Trk confirmation imposed on all jets 
§  Based on existing 8 TeV analysis 

 
 

§  Strong degradation of 
signal significance for Middle 
& Low scenarios 
§  Increased WZ+jj bkg due to 3rd e/µ 

out of acceptance 
§  Higher pileup contamination for 

forward tagging jets 
 
 
 

 

ATLAS
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Figure 101 shows the leading and sub-leading jet ⌘ distribution in the signal region for the Ref-
erence, Middle, and Low scenarios. The significance Z�B

and the precision on the cross-section
measurements are reported in Table 38 after the additional cut on lepton centrality is applied.

The precision of the cross-section measurement in the Reference scenario is 5.9% and it is re-
duced in the Middle and Low ones to 11% and 13%, respectively. There are two dominant effects
causing this deterioration of performance. First, the limited lepton coverage in the Middle/Low sce-
nario reduces the efficiency of suppressing the WZ background through the third-lepton veto by a
factor of ⇠2 with respect to the Reference scenario. Second, the limited ⌘ coverage of the tracker in
the Middle and Low scenario causes a significant increase of the background with pile-up jets: the
fraction of events where the selected jets originate from pile-up interactions increases from ⇠18% in
the Reference scenario to ⇠23% (⇠27%) in the Middle (Low) one.

In conclusion, there is a clear correlation between the extension of the tracker and the precision
of the measurement and in the Reference scenario the cross-section measurement is more than
twice as precise as in the Low scenario.
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Figure 101. The leading jet (left) and sub-leading jet (right) ⌘ distributions for the Reference (top), Middle
(centre), and Low (bottom) scenarios in the signal region for the same sign WW electroweak search.
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Table 38. Significance Z�B
and uncertainty on the cross-section measurement in the Reference, Middle, and

Low scenarios for the same sign WW electroweak search.

Scenario Z�B
��/�

Reference scenario 11.3±0.6 5.9%
Middle scenario 6.06±0.3 11%
Low scenario 5.02±0.2 13%

XI.3.5 Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with one
lepton and two b-jets

Supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the SM naturally address the gauge hierarchy problem by
postulating the existence of SUSY particles with spin differing by one-half unit with respect to that of
their SM partner. If R-parity is conserved, SUSY particles can only be pair-produced and will even-
tually decay into SM particles and the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) which is stable. The charginos
(�̃±i=1,2) and neutralinos (�̃0

i=1,2,3,4) are the mass eigenstates formed from the linear superposition of
the SUSY partners of the Higgs and electroweak gauge bosons. Based on naturalness arguments
these electro-weakinos are expected to have masses in the hundreds of GeV range and thus to be
within the reach of the HL-LHC. The search described in this document is for pair-production of a
wino-like �̃±1 and wino-like �̃0

2 with a subsequent decay into a W and a SM-like Higgs boson. The
final states contain one isolated lepton, two jets consistent with the expected topology of b-quark
decays, and significant missing transverse momentum due to the LSPs escaping detection. The
electron isolation is defined with respect to the jets as �R(e, jet) >0.2 and the two b-jets must be the
leading jets in the event. The object performance depends on the scenario under consideration as
documented in Section XI.2. The selection is summarised in Table 39 where the momentum thresh-
old on the lepton is raised to satisfy the single lepton trigger level. The ⌘-coverage of leptons and
b-tagged jets is not scenario-dependent since the signal is expected to be produced centrally in the
detector. Since jets are limited to |⌘| < 2.5 with a 50 GeV threshold and the signal regions have 2 or 3
jets where the leading and the sub-leading jets are b-tagged, the impact of pile-up jets is negligible.
The pile-up overlay and track confirmation are not applied.

Table 39. Object selection criteria in the Reference, Middle, and Low scenarios for the 1`bb SUSY search.

Scenario Reference Middle Low

Minimum lepton (e, µ) pT (GeV) 22, 20 28, 25 28, 25
Maximum lepton (e, µ) |⌘| 2.47 (2.4)
Minimum b-jet pT (GeV) 50
Maximum b-jet |⌘| 2.5
b-jet identification probability 70%
Minimum light-flavour jet pT 50
Maximum light-flavour jet |⌘| 2.5

The background is dominated by tt̄, t, W+jets, and ttV production where V=W, Z, with contri-
butions from Z+jets, VV and Vh. The signal-to-background discrimination is optimised on Z0, the
significance derived from the p0 value as in Section XI.3.2. A coarse systematic uncertainty of 30%
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t à uH, cH FCNC  

§  SM: BR(t à cH) ≈ 3 × 10-15 

§  BSM:  BR ≈ 10-5 – 10-3  in 2HDM, 10-9 – 10-5  in MSSM   
§  t t events with multi-channel selection: 

2 or 3 b-jets + N jets + l ν 
§  Discriminant to identify H, W, t mass 

peaks: t à b W  vs. t à c H 
§  Systematic uncertainty scenarios A: 

2% lumi, 62% ttbar, 50% single top 
(set B has lower uncert.) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-019 

Key ingredients: 
b-tagging efficiency & 
mistag rate 
+ mass resolution 
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§  Important Higgs physics program requires excellent 
performance of upgraded detector to cope with high event rates 
and pileup 
 

§  Large |eta| tracking coverage key to suppress pileup in some 
key measurement channels like VBF Higgs production 
 

§  Ability to measure Higgs self-coupling requires further 
improvements in analysis, reconstruction and low trigger 
thresholds + excellent b-tagging performance 
 

§  Rare Higgs decay modes (e.g. H à µµ and H à Zγ) are also an 
important part of the physics program  

Summary  
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Additional 
material 
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Higgs coupling projections  ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-016 

SM. The cross section measurements of the dominant production mode, gg ! H, reach an ultimate
experimental precision of ⇠4%, which is close to the limit given by the assumed luminosity uncertainty
of 3%1. This will provide a stringent constraint on possible beyond-SM (BSM) contributions to the
gg! H process, that is dominated in the SM by loop diagrams via top and bottom quarks. The rare tt̄H
production cross-section should be measured with an ultimate precision of about ⇠10% and accordingly
enable precise measurements of the top Yukawa-coupling (not including the tt̄H,H ! bb̄ channel in
this projection). For illustration and in addition to the dominant qq ! ZH process, the precision on the
gg ! ZH contribution is shown which becomes relevant at high pT (H) [14] in the VH ! bb̄ channel.
No special selection is made to enhance this production mode in the H ! bb̄ analysis so the sensitivity is
low. However, a dedicated analysis might allow to search for new physics in the gg ! ZH loop process
at the HL-LHC.
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Figure 1: Relative uncertainty on the signal strength µ for all Higgs final states considered in this note in
the di↵erent experimental categories used in the combination, assuming a SM Higgs boson with a mass
of 125 GeV expected with 300 fb�1 and 3000 fb�1of 14 TeV LHC data. The uncertainty pertains to the
number of events passing the experimental selection, not to the particular Higgs boson process targeted.
The hashed areas indicate the increase of the estimated error due to current theory systematic uncertain-
ties. The abbreviation “(comb.)” indicates that the precision on µ is obtained from the combination of
the measurements from the di↵erent experimental sub-categories for the same final state, while “(incl.)”
indicates that the measurement from the inclusive analysis was used. The left side shows only the com-
bined signal strength in the considered final states, while the right side also shows the signal strength in
the main experimental sub-categories within each final state.

Additional information about the Higgs boson coupling properties can be gained through the search

1A luminosity uncertainty of 3% is assumed for both the 300 fb�1 and 3000 fb�1 scenarios, which has been agreed to by
the ATLAS and CMS experiments for projections.
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VBF H à WW*  ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-018 

Njet � 2
Bkg. process 14 TeV (%) Run-1 (%)
WW 10 30
VV 10 20
tt̄ 10 33
tW/tb/tqb 10 33
Z+jets 10 20
W+jets 20 30

Table 5: Total uncertainties (in %) for the background processes in this note for the HL-LHC, labelled as 14 TeV,
and the corresponding uncertainties from the Run-1 analysis [5].

Scoping scenario NVBF Nbkg NggF NWW NVV Nt t̄ Nt NZ/�⇤+ jet s NW+ jet s

Reference 200 410 57 48 55 146 20 27 0
Middle 153 457 46 91 36 164 27 23 3
Low 93 408 51 104 10 141 17 37 2

Table 6: Expected signal and background yields after all selection requirements for each of the three scoping
scenarios, assuming 3 ab�1 of integrated luminosity and pile-up of 200 inelastic collisions per bunch crossing. The
background yields are summed together in the column labelled Nbkg.

The experimental systematic uncertainties (e.g. jet energy scale and resolution, and the b-tagging ef-
ficiency) as well as the total uncertainties on top (the largest background) and Z+jets backgrounds are
expected to be smaller with the increased data sample size. The uncertainties on the WW background
are reduced because of the tighter event selection in this note, especially the mjj requirement, which
results in a purer sample of VBS WW production. The VBS WW background has smaller theoretical
uncertainties than the inclusive WW background. A summary of the total uncertainties per background
process, along with a comparison to the equivalent Run-1 uncertainties [5], is listed in Table 5. These
include detector-level and theoretical uncertainties as well as the statistical uncertainties coming from
control regions.

3. Results

3.1. Signal region yields

Table 6 presents the event yields for the Low, Middle and Reference detector scenarios after the selection
criteria discussed in Section 2 have been applied. The VBF signal to background ratio decreases from
0.49 (Reference) to 0.33 (Middle) to 0.23 (Low). The amount of signal decreases from the Reference to
the Low scenario, but the amount of background remains relatively constant in all three scenarios.

In the Middle and Low scenarios, the expected yield of VBF H!WW ⇤ in signal region, NVBF, decreases
in Table 6 because many pile-up jets are not suppressed in the smaller tracking volume. The pile-up jets
appearing between the two tagging jets cause signal events to be rejected by the CJV, which leads to a
lower signal acceptance. After the mjj selection, the e�ciency for VBF H!WW ⇤ signal events to pass the
CJV selection criteria decreases from 82% (Reference) to 59% (Middle) to 26% (Low) for the scenarios
in Table 7.

9
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Higgs Physics at HL-LHC 

§  Many unanswered questions 
§  Hierarchy between Electroweak scale and Planck scale 

§  Lower  
 
 
 


